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Data sheet
Young Enterprise is a charity which helps students set up 
and run their own business. Students raise money by selling 
shares, and then buy or manufacture products to sell.

At Newbridge High School students have decided to start 
a Young Enterprise business selling candles. They will buy 
candles from a manufacturer and make decorative boxes to 
sell them in.
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ETERNAL FLAME LTD

Profi t and loss account

Money raised from selling shares £475

Sales
£1220

Total revenue £1695

Cost of candles £630

Cost of card, glue etc. £210

Publicity costs £195

Total expenditure £1035

Manufacturer’s price list
A £0.82

B £1.03

C £1.24

D £0.95

Postage and packing £9.95
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1   Shares in Eternal Flame Ltd cost £5 each. 
a How many shares did the company sell in total?
b Calculate the company’s pro� t for the year.
c Young Enterprise companies pay 10% of their pro� ts in tax. 

How much tax did Eternal Flame Ltd pay in total?
d Helena says that the company can afford to buy back the 

shares at £7 each. Is she correct? Show all of your working.

2   The company selects four different shapes of candle to sell.
a What is the name of the shape of candle D?
b What volume of wax would be needed to make candle C?

3   Design a box to hold candle A. Draw the net of your box 
accurately.

4   Amir sketches four possible designs for the net of a box for 
candle B. 
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  He wants his design to � t on a 30 cm  30 cm square of card. 
Which design would you choose? Give reasons for your 
answer.

5   Jamie orders some candles from the manufacturer. 
He orders 6 type C candles and 15 type A candles. 
The candles arrive in a 30 cm by 40 cm rectangular box.

a How much did this order cost, including postage and 
packing?

b Show how these candles could be arranged in a 30 cm by 
40 cm rectangular box in a single layer. You can use a diagram 
to explain your answer.
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Question key:

 Open  Improver

 Beginner  Secure pass
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